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OBIETTIVI DI UNA PROTESI 

DI PRIMO IMPIANTO E DI REVISIONE:

• ANCORAGGIO OSSEO E OSTEOINTEGRAZIONE

• RIPRISTINO CENTRO DI ROTAZIONE E GEOMETRIA IDEALE

• DURATA NEL TEMPO E NESSUN DANNO ALL’ORGANISMO



identified reasons for acetabular-only revision, including: instability (33.0%), 
mechanical loosening (24.2%), implant failure (10.8%), peri-
prosthetic osteolysis (8.1%), bearing surface wear (8.0%), infection
(4.7%), and peri-prosthetic fracture (1.8%) 
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CAUSE DI REIMPIANTO



NEI REIMPIANTI LA CAUSA PRINCIPALE  DI RE-REIMPIANTO E’ LA MOBILIZZAZIONE DEL COTILE



Dislocation is a common complication following total hip arthroplasty (THA), with an estimated
rate of 1% to 4% following a primary procedure . Instability following THA has been cited as the
most common reason for revision surgery, accounting for 23% of all revisions . Acetabular
component malpositioning can adversely affect stability and has been described as among the 
most important factor in determining the risk of dislocation . 

LUSSAZIONE DELL’IMPIANTO (33%)



CONDIZIONI GENERALI DEL PAZIENTE

• ETÀ AVANZATA  

• SCARSA COMPLIANCE (ALCOLISMO-

TOSSICODIPENDENZA, PAT. PSICHIATRICHE)

• SCARSO CONTROLLO MUSCOLARE (NEUROPATIE 

CENTRALI E PERIFERICHE)

• POLIARTRITI ARTI INFERIORI 

• PREGRESSI INTERVENTI CHIRURGICI ALL’ANCA





ACCESSO CHIRURGICO

1-4%



SCELTA DELL’IMPIANTO

“Effect of femoral head diameter on the risk of dislocation after primary THA”

JBJS Am 2010 Nov

“Risk of dislocation using large vs small diameter femoral heads in THA”

BMC 2012 Nov



ORIENTAMENTO DELLE COMPONENTI

VERTICALE - ANTIVERSO

ORIZZONTALE - RETROVERSO

“The importance of acetabular component position in THA”

Orthop Clin North Am 2012



ALTERATA GEOMETRIA ARTICOLARE

• ACCORCIAMENTO

• MEDIALIZZAZIONE FEMORE (DIMINUITO OFFSET)



Creating a stable THA remains a balancing act among
appropriate component positioning taking into account 
individual patient bony and muscular anatomy in both the 
static and dynamic state, soft tissue balance and tensioning, 
and appropriate aftercare and rehabilitative efforts. 



VALUTARE IL PAZIENTE 
CLINICAMENTE E RADIOGRAFICAMENTE





In conclusion, our findings suggest that the use of navigation
was associated with a decrease in the postoperative dislocation
rate. 

A total of 803,732 primary THA procedures were identified; 14,540 (1.81%) involved the use of 
navigation. Navigation use was associated with a lower rate of dislocation (1.00% versus 1.70% for no 
navigation; adjusted hazard ratio [HR] = 0.69; 95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.58 to 0.82; p < 0.001) 
and aseptic revision of the acetabular component (1.03% versus 1.55%; adjusted HR = 0.75; 95% CI = 
0.64 to 0.88; p < 0.001). 



«COMBINED ANTEVERSION»

Modern technique of cemented total hip arthroplasty

Chitranjan S. Ranawac, M. Maynard 1991

https://www.semanticscholar.org/author/Chitranjan-S.-Ranawac/80841941
https://www.semanticscholar.org/author/M.-Maynard/50298078


Defining the optimal cup position is challenging. A good 

understanding of anatomic, patient and im- plant related factors that

affect the “optimal” cup position is mandatory. In most cases, 

restoring the original hip rotation centre and a “fixed standard 

target” of 40° of inclination and 20° of anteversion will result in a 

good clinical outcome. 
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ROTTURA DELL’IMPIANTO





In conclusion, the risk of revision for CoC bearing fracture is
very low but previous studies have underestimated this risk. 
There is good evidence that the latest generation of ceramic
has reduced the odds of head fracture but not of liner fracture, 
suggesting that factors other than ceramic composition are 
responsible for liner fracture. 

Despite revision for bearing fracture events being rare, it is
apparent that liner fractures are more common (0.126%) than
head fractures (0.009%) with the latest generation Biolox Delta 
(p < 0.01). 





Intra-operative fractures can occur during acetabular exposure, reaming, hip dislocation, and acetabular
implant insertion or removal. Their reported incidence varies between 0.09–0.4% . Underreaming, blunt
reamers, elliptical cups, porous tantalum cups, and previous irradiation of the pelvis are known risk 
factors for intra-operative fractures

Post-operative fractures may be due to traumatic events, infection, adverse local around the socket
(such as neoplasm). In 0.9% of the cases, pelvic discontinuity tissue reaction (ALTR) or debris-
induced pelvic osteolysis and pathological processes is observed. Osteoporosis is an accepted risk 
factor for post-operative fractures around the socket (such as neoplasm) 

FRATTURA PERIPROTESICA







INFEZIONE



Aseptic loosening is defined as the loosening of a prosthesis from bone, in the absence of 
infection or trauma 

…aseptic loosening can occur because of inadequate fixation at the initial surgery, 
mechanical loss of fixation over time or biological loss of fixation due to any type of 
particulate debris leading to aseptic osteolysis and aseptic loosening of the prosthesis



• FISSAZIONE NON BIOLOGICA

• FISSAZIONE BIOLOGICA (osteointegrazione)
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TESSUTO OSSEO DIFFICILE
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WEAR
Abrasive
Adhesive
Fatigue

Wear from articulating, 
non articulating, 
modular interfaces.

Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene - HCLPE 
Polymethylmethacrylate
Metal alloys (Cobalt chrome, Stainless steel, Titanium, Ceramics)

Implant factors
Patient factors
Surgical factors











LA SOPRAVVIVENZA DIPENDE DALLA QUALITA’ DEL POLIETILENE



MOM DISASTER





ALLERGIA AI METALLI



CENTER OF ROTATION



X. Flecher ∗ , M. Ollivier , J.N. Argenson 2015

HIP OFFSET

M DESTANE ET AL 2011



OFFSET  INSUFFICIENTE

• ZOPPIA

• STAMPELLE

• INSTABILITA’

• ROM DIMINUITO

• IMPINGEMENT

• FUNZIONE PEGGIORE

• INSODDISFAZIONE

• MAGGIOR USURA

• MINOR DURATA

OFFSET  ESAGERATO

• PERCEZIONE ALLUNGAMENTO

• TROPPA TENSIONE 

• TROPPO CARICO POLARE SUPERIORE

• MINOR DURATA











Pre-operative planning ensures that all “thinking” has been done prior
to surgery, so that plan execution is the main intra- operative focus. 
The pre-operative plan includes five essential elements: (1) what is the 
reason for acetabular failure/revision; (2) what implant(s) are currently
in place; (3) what is the planned revision strategy; (4) what alternative 
strategies have been identified to address anticipated and 
unanticipated difficulties; and (5) what are the surgeon’s limitations? 
Pre-operative planning is critical for less experienced revision
surgeons. 

All causes of acetabular failure may be further complicated by acetabular bone loss. 





CONCLUSIONI







Defining the optimal cup position is challenging. A good 

understanding of anatomic, patient and im- plant related factors that

affect the “optimal” cup position is mandatory. In most cases, 

restoring the original hip rotation centre and a “fixed standard 

target” of 40° of inclination and 20° of anteversion will result in a 

good clinical outcome. 
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